MIG-15 and ERM-1 promote growth cone directional migration in parallel to UNC-116 and WVE-1
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SUMMARY

Neurons require precise targeting of their axons to form a connected network and a functional nervous system. Although many guidance receptors have been identified, much less is known about how these receptors signal to direct growth cone migration. We used Caenorhabditis elegans motoneurons to study growth cone directional migration in response to a repellent UNC-6 (netrin homolog) guidance cue. The evolutionarily conserved kinase MIG-15 (homolog of Nck-interacting kinase (NIK)) regulates motoneuron UNC-6-dependent repulsion through unknown mechanisms. Using genetics and live imaging techniques, we show that motoneuron commissural axon morphology defects in mig-15 mutants result from impaired growth cone motility and subsequent failure to migrate across longitudinal obstacles or retract extra processes. To identify new genes acting with mig-15, we screened for genetic enhancers of the mig-15 commissural phenotype and identified the ezrin/radixin/moesin ortholog ERM-1, the kinesin-1 motor UNC-116 and the actin regulator WVE-1 complex. Genetic analysis indicates that mig-15 and erm-1 act in the same genetic pathway to regulate growth cone migration and that this pathway functions in parallel to the UNC-116/WVE-1 pathway. Further, time-lapse imaging of growth cones in mutants suggests that UNC-116 might be required to stimulate protrusive activity at the leading edge, whereas MIG-15 and ERM-1 maintain low activity at the rear edge. Together, these results support a model in which the MIG-15 kinase and the UNC-116–WVE-1 complex act on opposite sides of the growth cone to promote robust directional migration.
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INTRODUCTION

During nervous system development, guidance cues regulate cell and growth cone migration to ensure precise neuronal connectivity to distant targets. These signals are transduced by transmembrane receptor proteins, which subsequently remodel the growth cone cytoskeleton and change its motility. Although numerous genes regulating neurite outgrowth have been discovered, the specific cellular processes they regulate in vivo are not clearly understood (Hatten, 2002; Chilton, 2006; Silhankova and Korswagen, 2007; Quinn and Wadsworth, 2008).

In the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, neurite outgrowth has been precisely described using time-lapse imaging of developing D-type GABAergic (γ-aminobutyric acid-secretting) motoneurons (Fig. 1A) (Knobel et al., 1999). The six DD and 13 VD neurons send a commissural axonal process during embryogenesis (DDs) or larval development (VDs). Commisures run from the ventral nerve cord (VNC) towards the dorsal nerve cord (DNC) (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977; Sulston et al., 1983; Knobel et al., 1999). Dorsalward directional migration depends on the ventral repellent netrin homolog UNC-6 signal and its receptors UNC-5 and UNC-40 (McIntire et al., 1992; Ishi et al., 1992; Hamelin et al., 1993; Chan et al., 1996; Keleman and Dickson, 2001; Quinn and Wadsworth, 2008).

We previously identified mig-15 as a gene necessary for VD and DD axon outgrowth in C. elegans (Poinat et al., 2002). mig-15 encodes the ortholog of the mouse Nck-interacting kinase (NIK) and of Drosophila melanogaster Missshapen (Msn). MIG-15, NIK and Msn belong to the Ste20 germinal center kinase (GCK) IV protein family of serine threonine kinases or mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase kinase 4 (MAP4K4). Little is known about the cellular functions and targets of MAP4K4 kinases in vivo, except that they can activate intracellular signaling cascades such as the c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) pathway (Su et al., 1998; Dan et al., 2001; Machida et al., 2004). Genetic data in different model systems indicate that MAP4K4 kinases are necessary for cell polarity and directional cell and growth cone migrations. In Drosophila, Msn is required for epithelial planar cell polarity and embryonic dorsal closure in gastrulating embryos (Su et al., 1998; Paricio et al., 1999). In vertebrates, the zebrafish Msn is needed for epithelial morphogenesis during gastrulation, whereas NIK–/– mouse embryos have gastrulation defects and die from migration defects of mesodermal and endodermal cells (Xue et al., 2001; Köppen et al., 2006). In C. elegans, MIG-15 regulates Q neuroblast polarity and migration (Chapman et al., 2008); it acts possibly downstream of Rac GTPases for postdeirid neuron (PDE) axon outgrowth (Shakir et al., 2006).

Here, we show that mig-15 functions cell-autonomously during VD commissure outgrowth. We establish that mig-15 commissural defects result from abnormal growth cone polarity and a failure to cross longitudinal obstacles. To identify genes acting together with mig-15 to promote growth cone migration, we screened for genetic enhancers of the mig-15 VD/DD commissural phenotype. By combining genetic analysis with time-lapse imaging of growth cones, we could identify one gene acting in the same pathway as mig-15 to restrict protrusive activity to the distal half of the growth cone, and another group of genes acting in parallel to stimulate distal protrusive activity. We also suggest that mig-15 acts in the same pathway as unc-5 to polarize the growth cone in response to the UNC-6 attractive signal. We discuss a model for MIG-15 activity based on these data.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

C. elegans genetics

Nematodes were cultured as described (Brenner, 1974). N2 Bristol was used as the wild-type strain and all experiments were performed at 20°C.

Mutations and integrated arrays used in this study:

- LG I: let-502(sb118ts), erm-1(m677), tba-1(or346ts), zdi5(Pnec4-::gfp), hT2 I, III.
- LG II: unc-104(e1265), cdc-42(gk388), rrf-3(pk1426), juls76(Punc-25::gfp), krIs6[Punc-47::DsRed2] (a gift from Dr J. L. Bessereau, ENS Paris, France), mln1.
- LG III: unc-116(e2310), unc-16(e109, jul146, n730).
- LG IV: kgb-1(un3), eru-1(mg366), unc-33(e204), kgb-2(gk361), unc-5(e53, e152), bic-1(o2731), jnk-1(gk7), evls82b[Punc-129::gfp], nT1 IV, V.
- LG V: gmls65[sra-6p::mcherry, tph-1p::gfp] (a gift from Dr R. Ikegami, UCSD, La Jolla, USA).
- LG X: jkk-1(km2), mek-1(ks54), sek-1(km4), mig-15(80h, rh148, rh326), oxIs12[Punc-47::gfp, lin-15+1].

Unmapped: evIs111[F25B3.3::GFP]; gmls80[Punc-30::hsp9::erm-1::gfp, 100 ng/µl; Pmyno-2::mcherry, 3 ng/µl] (spontaneous integration; this study).

Unless otherwise stated, the description of mutants and integrated transgenes is available at Wormbase (http://www.wormbase.org).

DNA manipulations and extra-chromosomal arrays

To label the body wall muscles, the mCherry cDNA was amplified from pC1::mcherry (pHD246, a gift from Dr H. Fares, University of Arizona, USA) and cloned into pPD95.86 (Addgene, Cambridge, USA) using NheI and KpnI to generate Pmyno-3::mcherry.

For mig-15 rescue and overexpression experiments, the mig-15 unspliced coding sequence was cloned behind the GABAergic neuron-specific unc-25 promoter in pSC325 (Jin et al., 1999; Poinat et al., 2002).

For ern-1 cell-specific RNAi, the ern-1 cDNA (a gift from O. Bossinger, RWTH, Aachen University, Germany) was cloned in forward and reverse orientations in pSC325 at the KpnI site to obtain the Punc-25::ern-1 forward and Punc-25::ern-1 reverse plasmids. Linear 3 kb DNA fragments comprising the unc-25 promoter fused to the ern-1 cDNA in both orientations were obtained by digesting both plasmids with Clal, Eagl and Scal.

A constitutively active ERM-1(T544D) construct was created by PCR fusion mutagenesis of an ern-1 cDNA, then cloned into pSC325 using kpl1 [Punc-25::ern-1(T544D) plasmid]. A control Punc-25::ern-1 plasmid was generated in parallel.

For NERM-1::GFP expression, a PCR-generated ern-1::gfp fragment was first cloned downstream of the unc-30 promoter obtained from pSC157 (kindly provided by Y. Jin, UCSD, La Jolla, USA) using MultiSite Gateway cloning (Invitrogen). An in-frame 1128-nucleotide deletion encoding the N-terminal FERM domain was created by BanII digestion of Punc-30::ern-1::gfp.

All extra-chromosomal arrays used in this study are described in Table 1.

Axon defect analysis

Scoring was performed using a DMRB epifluorescence microscope (Leica Microsystems) equipped with a Plan APO 100×1.4 objective. The oxIs12, juls76 and krls6 markers were used to label the VD/DD neurons. The bgE221 and evls82b markers were used to label the VA/AS and DA/DB neurons, respectively. The pan-neuronal evls111 and the body wall muscle muEx491 markers were used to define landmarks along the ventral-dorsal migration path of VD/DD commissural axons. Longitudinal fascicles were grouped by ventral-dorsal position on the right side of the animals. VD/DD defects were scored in oxlS12 animals on both sides in L4 larvae, on the right side only in L2 larvae. Classes of defects I, II and III (see Results) were scored independently for each commissure. Class II and III defects were not scored on arrested class I commissures. The occasional neurons the cell body of which was not in the VNC were not scored. The gmls65 and the zdi5 markers were used to label the HSN of young adults and the touch neurons A/PVM of L4 larvae, respectively, and defects were scored on the top sides.

RNAi by feeding

RNAi-sensitizing mutations eru-1(mg366) and rrf-3(pk1426) (Kennedy et al., 2004; Simmer et al., 2003) were introduced into wild-type, mig-15(rh148) and unc-116(e2310) animals carrying the oxs12 marker. Worm feeding was performed as described (Timmons et al., 2001). In control experiments, GFP downregulation was observed in up to 65% of the worms.

Candidate mig-15 enhancers were genes encoding proteins with actin- and microtubule-binding domains, axon guidance regulators, predicted genetic interactors of mig-15 and ina-1 or pat-3 (Zhong and Sternberg, 2006), as well as known signaling partners of MAP4K4 in other systems. A few candidate genes were directly tested by mutations. See Table S1 in the supplementary material for a list of primers for all genes tested. RNAi clones were recovered from the Ahringer bacterial library (Komath et al., 2003), sequenced and retransformed into fresh HT115(DE3) cells, except the unc-34 clone constructed as described (Fleming et al., 2010). Commissures were examined in at least 20 animals per candidate enhancer. Enhancers were classified as weak [twice as many commissural defects as in mig-15(rh148)] or strong (more than twice as many). For each positive hit, RNAi was performed in mig-15(+)/ animals to determine whether the enhancement was mig-15 dependent. The enhancer screen was performed twice and the clones reproducibly enhancing the mig-15(rh148) phenotype were considered to be positive hits.
Table 1. Extra-chromosomal arrays used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Concentration (ng/µl)</th>
<th>Marker</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bgEx21</td>
<td>Punc-53::GFP</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>rol-6(=su1006)</td>
<td>(Stringham et al., 2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kyEx926</td>
<td>Punc-86::mig-10::YFP</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Podr-1::DsRed</td>
<td>(Adler et al., 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcEx491</td>
<td>Pmyo-3::mCherry</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gmEx545</td>
<td>gmEx546</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Pmyo-2::gfp</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gmEx552</td>
<td>Punc-25::mig-15 unspliced</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Pmyo-2::gfp</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcEx505, mcEx506</td>
<td>Punc-25::unc-16</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Pmyo-2::gfp</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcEx516, mcEx517</td>
<td>Pmyo-3::unc-16</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Pmyo-2::gfp</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gmEx560</td>
<td>Punc-25::erm-1 T544D</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Pmyo-2::mCherry</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcEx473, mcEx474</td>
<td>Punc-25::erm-1 forward + reverse</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Pmyo-2::GFP</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gmEx570, gmEx571</td>
<td>Punc-25::erm-1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Pmyo-2::GFP</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gmEx593, gmEx595</td>
<td>Punc-86::mig-15 unspliced</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Pmyo-2::GFP</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Live imaging**

We used a Leica TCS SP5 fast confocal system with Argon and DPSS 561 lasers on a DMi6000 microscope (Leica Microsystems) equipped with HCX Plan Apo 63× 1.4 and 40× 1.25 objectives, to image growth cones and commissures, respectively.

Synchronized arrested L1 larvae were transferred on OP50 bacteria for 16-20 hours, depending on the genotype, before imaging VD growth cones. Larvae were anesthetized with 1 mM levamisole in M9 solution and mounted as described (Knobel et al., 1999). High molecular weight (>300 kDa, Sigma) poly-L-lysine-coated coverslips were used to reduce worm movements. Time-lapse movies were obtained by acquiring stacks of 15 images with a z-step size of 0.5 µm every minute. Maximum intensity projections were adjusted for contrast and brightness and a Gaussian blur filter of 0.9 µm was applied using ImageJ software. Growth cone movies were realigned using the StackReg plugin for ImageJ (http://bigwww.epfl.ch/thevenaz/stackreg/).

Protrusive activity was quantified in growth cones actively migrating between the ventral and dorsal body wall muscles. Each binarized frame was subtracted from the previous using the DeltaF ImageJ plugin (http://www.macbiophotonics.ca/imagej/t.htm#t_deltaF). Protrusions were then identified and manually counted in the distal and proximal halves of the growth cone movies ranging from 25 to 75 minutes (see Movie 13 in the supplementary material).

For MIG-10::YFP imaging in HSN, 15 images per z-stack were acquired with the 488 nm ray of a Mariana spinning disc confocal microscope (Intelligent Imaging Innovations) using a 63× 1.4 NA objective and projected as described for the VD neurons.

**RESULTS**

**All motoneuron commissures have defects in mig-15 C. elegans mutants**

We wondered whether cholinergic motoneurons of the DA, DB, VA and AS classes, which also send commissural processes towards the DNC, require MIG-15 activity in the same way as D-type neurons. Using motoneuron-specific GFP markers, we found commissural defects for each class of motoneuron in the mig-15(rh148) mutant (Fig. 1B-G). Defects comprised abnormal left-right localization, additional branches, aberrant trajectories or failure to connect to the DNC. The proportion of defective commissures was 41% in VD/DD neurons (n=70); 25% in DA and DB neurons (n=73); and 30% in VA and AS neurons (n=62). These observations indicate that all dorsally projecting commissural motor axons require mig-15.

**mig-15 mutants have multiple classes of VD/DD GABAergic commissural defects**

Commissural defects were classified in order to understand their potential mechanistic origin, using the well-described D-type motoneurons as a model system for this study (Knobel et al., 1999). We fluorescently labeled the body wall muscles (BWM) and the lateral nerve fascicles (LNF), and examined the VD/DD commissural trajectory relative to these obstacles (Fig. 2A-F). In wild-type animals, commissures maintained a dorsal-ventral path upon crossing BWMs (Fig. 2B) and the LNF (Fig. 2C). In mig-15(rh148) mutants, however, many commissures either arrested (Fig. 2D,E) or extended along the LNFs (Fig. 2F). The position at which commissures arrested or changed orientation coincided with BWM boundaries (50%; Fig. 2G) and the LNF (75%; Fig. 2H). The total percentage of defects is greater than 100% because many LNFs are located at muscle edges (Fig. 2A). As there was 20% more fasciculation at the dorsal sub-lateral LNF than at the dorsal BWM, the commissural axons might mainly fasciculate with longitudinal axon bundles. In addition, 25% of defects were not colocalized with nerve fascicles (Fig. 2H). This might reflect commissure interactions with epithelial cells or new obstacles arising in the mig-15 mutant background. Overall, our observations suggest that longitudinal obstacles affect the progression of mig-15 VD/DD growth cones.

We grouped together commissures that longitudinally fasciculate and that prematurely arrest (class I). Additional classes include commissures with extra branches (class II) and commissures deviating from the normal dorsal-ventral orientation by >45° (class III). The three classes of defects are depicted in Fig. 2I.

We then compared the commissural defects in the three described mig-15 mutants (Shakir et al., 2006). In the hypomorphic mig-15(rh148) mutant, 97% of the commissures reached the dorsal nerve cord (DNC), and <10% displayed class I-III defects (Fig. 2J). The strong mig-15(rh80) and null mig-15(rh326) mutants had moderate defects: class I and II defects occurred twice as often (Fig. 2J). These data confirmed that loss of mig-15 function induces various commissural defects, and indicate that, even in strong mutants, most axons can reach the DNC. As strong mig-15 mutants are difficult to maintain and have only slightly more defects than the rh148 mutant, we used the latter to investigate further the origin of VD/DD commissural defects.

**Class I and II VD axon defects are developmental**

The pleiotropic axonal phenotype described above in mig-15 L4 larvae could be explained by two non-mutually exclusive mechanisms. Axonal defects might be developmental and result from impaired neurite outgrowth, or they might result from a post-developmental defect such as defective maintenance or axonal regeneration, as was described for unc-119 or unc-70 mutants (Knobel et al., 2001; Hammarlund et al., 2007).

To address this issue, we compared commissural defects immediately after commissure outgrowth (late L2 larvae) and in L4 larvae (Fig. 3A). Class I and II defects were equally frequent in early
L2 and in L4 animals, indicating that they appeared during neurite outgrowth. By contrast, the frequency of class III defects increased with time, indicating that they mainly result from a progressive alteration of commissure trajectories. Presumably, \textit{mig-15} mutant larvae accumulate other morphogenetic defects as they grow.

Cell-specific RNAi experiments suggest that \textit{mig-15} requirement is cell-autonomous in VD/DD motoneurons (Poinat et al., 2002). To unambiguously establish cell autonomy, we rescued \textit{mig-15} defects by driving \textit{MIG-15} expression in VD/DD neurons using the \textit{D}-type specific \textit{unc-25} promoter (Jin et al., 1999). The \textit{Punc-25::mig-15} transgene led to dose-dependent class I defects in wild-type animals, suggesting that \textit{MIG-15} overexpression can be toxic. In \textit{mig-15(rh148)} mutants, the transgene rescued the developmental class I and II defects, but not class III defects (Fig. 3B). These data confirm that class I and II defects result from a cell-autonomous loss of \textit{mig-15} function and suggest that class III defects result from impaired \textit{mig-15} functions in other tissues.

**Abnormal growth cone migration leads to class I and II VD commissural defects**

To confirm that class I and II defects are linked to abnormal axonal migration, we performed time-lapse imaging of growing VD neurites in \textit{mig-15(rh148)} mutants as well as in animals overexpressing \textit{MIG-15}. VD growth cones normally migrate rapidly below the epidermis and stall at the level of longitudinal obstacles in wild-type animals (Knobel et al., 1999) (Fig. 4A; see Movie 1 in the supplementary material). In \textit{mig-15} mutants, VD growth cones migrated from the VNC to the DNC in a directional fashion, confirming that the majority of class III defects do not result from impaired ventral-dorsal guidance. However, they displayed an abnormal morphology and decreased motility (Fig. 4B,C; see Movies 2-4 in the supplementary material). Indeed, 25% of the \textit{mig-15(rh148)} growth cones had extra branches with protrusive activity at their tips, many of which failed to retract (\(n=15\) cones; see Movies 2, 3 in the supplementary material). In addition, \textit{mig-15} growth cones abnormally spread at the level of dorsal sub-lateral obstacles and maintained a protrusive activity at their anterior or posterior tips leading to anterior-posterior elongation (see Movie 4 in the supplementary material). Failure to retract extra branches is likely to result in class II defects, whereas longitudinal outgrowth could lead to class I defects. Interestingly, loss of function and overexpression of \textit{MIG-15} led to similar phenotypes, suggesting that the level of \textit{MIG-15} and/or its polarized activity is needed for proper migration (Fig. 4D; see Movies 5, 6 in the supplementary material). Abnormal protrusive activity might perturb growth cone reorganization and lead to
obstacle-crossing defects and abnormal fasciculation with the LNF. This interpretation predicts that arrested class I commissures reflect severe defects in growth cone polarized protrusive activity.

A genetic screen for \textit{mig-15} enhancers identifies cytoskeleton regulators

Despite their structural growth cone defects, most VD commissures could reach the DNC in \textit{mig-15} null mutants (Fig. 2J), suggesting that compensatory or redundant mechanisms ensure proper outgrowth. To identify genes acting in the same pathway or in parallel to \textit{mig-15}, we performed an RNAi-based \textit{mig-15(rh148)} enhancer screen (see Table S1 in the supplementary material). Genes acting in parallel are expected to be strong \textit{mig-15} enhancers, whereas genes acting in the same pathway should behave as weak enhancers that increase the penetrance of \textit{mig-15(rh148)} commissural defects to that of \textit{mig-15} null mutants.

The downregulation of many candidate genes known to control axonal migration induced commissural defects independently of \textit{mig-15}, thus confirming the RNAi efficiency in D-type motoneurons (see Table S2 in the supplementary material). Interestingly, we identified eight \textit{mig-15} enhancers among genes that had not been previously implicated in \textit{C. elegans} neuronal development, although their closest vertebrate homologs have often been shown to regulate growth cone migration. These genes encode the actin regulators ERM-1 (the only \textit{C. elegans} ezrin/radixin/moesin homolog) and WVE-1 (the ortholog of WAVE/SCAR/WASP1), the microtubule-binding proteins BICD-1 (a Bicaudal D homolog), the motor protein UNC-116 (the kinesin-1 heavy chain/KIF5 ortholog) and its partner UNC-33 (collapsin response mediator protein 2/DPYSL2 ortholog), the MAPK cascade scaffolding protein UNC-16 (JSAP1/JIP3/MAPK8IP3 homolog), KGB-1 (a JNK MAPK homolog) and LET-502 (Rho-binding kinase homolog).

Homologs of some of the identified enhancers are known partners of MAP4K4 in other systems. Kinesin-1 and WAVE form a complex in vertebrates, which regulates neuronal actin dynamics and axon outgrowth (Kawano et al., 2005). In \textit{C. elegans}, WVE-1, UNC-116 and the kinesin-1 partner UNC-33/CRMP-2 are also required for axon outgrowth (Li et al., 1992; Withee et al., 2004; Schmitz et al., 2007). Bicaudal D genetically interacts with Msn in \textit{Drosophila} (Houalla et al., 2005), and the JNK MAPK pathway is activated by MAP4K4 kinases in yeast, \textit{Drosophila} and mammals (Dan et al., 2001). We failed to confirm the genetic interactions between \textit{mig-15} and JNK MAPK or \textit{bicd-1} using mutations (see Fig. S1 in the supplementary material). We favor the hypothesis that JNK MAPK signaling is not involved downstream of MIG-15 during growth cone migration, because the confirmed \textit{mig-15} enhancer \textit{unc-16} (see Fig. S2A-D in the supplementary material) is likely to act non-autonomously (see Fig. S2E in the supplementary material).

The \textit{UNC-116–WVE-1} complex acts in parallel to \textit{mig-15}

We investigated the involvement of the strong \textit{mig-15} enhancers \textit{unc-116}, \textit{unc-33} and \textit{wve-1} in D-type motoneuron commissural outgrowth. On their own, the hypomorphic \textit{unc-116(e2310)} and \textit{unc-33(e204)} mutants displayed 3-6% arrested class I commissures (Fig. 5A). Consistent with RNAi results, double mutants combining \textit{unc-116} or \textit{unc-33} mutations with \textit{mig-15(rh148)} displayed strong synthetic axon outgrowth defects, which were more penetrant than in the \textit{mig-15} null allele. We thus suggest that MIG-15 does not act by regulating the kinesin-1 complex, but that it acts in parallel to UNC-116 and UNC-33. We could not test the extent of enhancement in the \textit{mig-15} null mutant, because it displayed 100% embryonic lethality with \textit{unc-116} or \textit{unc-33} mutations (Fig. 5A).
To bypass embryonic lethality and confirm that MIG-15 and the UNC-116–WVE-1 complex act in parallel, we performed reciprocal RNAi experiments in \textit{unc-116(e2310)} and \textit{mig-15(rh148)} mutants (Fig. 5B-C). As expected, \textit{mig-15(RNAi)} synthetically enhanced the \textit{unc-116} phenotype. RNAi against \textit{unc-33} and \textit{wve-1} synthetically enhanced the \textit{mig-15(rh148)} defects, confirming that all these genes act in parallel to \textit{mig-15} (Fig. 5B). \textit{wve-1(RNAi)} significantly aggravated the \textit{unc-116} mutant commissural phenotype, contrary to expectations, perhaps because it is more efficient than \textit{gex-2(RNAi)}, to eliminate the entire UNC-116–WVE-1 complex in the \textit{unc-116(e2310)} background (Fig. 5B). Altogether, these data strongly suggest that the UNC-116–WVE-1 complex and MIG-15 act in parallel during VD/DD neurite outgrowth.

**Loss of ERM-1 function enhances \textit{mig-15} defects**

erm-1 was a weak \textit{mig-15} enhancer identified in our screen (see Table S2 in the supplementary material). In \textit{C. elegans}, \textit{erm-1} mutants have junction remodeling defects and loss of apical actin.
in epithelia, leading to early larval lethality (Göbel et al., 2004; Van Fürden et al., 2004). However, this phenotype is maternally rescued and neuronal defect analysis is possible in \(erm-1\) homozygous mutants born from heterozygous mothers. ERM proteins are involved in axonal migration in vertebrates (Ramesh, 2004) and \(ERM-1\) was recently shown to regulate axon outgrowth in one \(C. elegans\) neuron (Norris et al., 2009). \(erm-1(tm677)\) single mutants had only subtle VD/DD commissural defects, such as D-type commissure under-extension in the DNC (Fig. 6A). Despite this mild phenotype, the \(erm-1\) mutation doubled the penetrance of class I and II defects in \(mig-15(rh148)\), leading to 15% arrested commissures (Fig. 6B,C), which is the penetrance observed in \(mig-15\) strong and null phenotypes (Fig. 2J). In addition, we observed that 30\% \(erm-1(tm677); mig-15(rh148)\) embryos died with morphology defects suggesting that these genes might also act in parallel during embryogenesis (J.T., unpublished).

**erm-1 functions cell-autonomously in the same pathway as mig-15**

As \(erm-1\) is a weak \(mig-15\) enhancer, both genes might act in the same pathway during VD/DD neurite outgrowth. To test this hypothesis, we used several parallel strategies. First, as an alternative to a combination of the null alleles \(erm-1(tm677)\) and \(mig-15(rh326)\), which produced dead embryos (Fig. 6C), we specifically induced RNAi in D-type neurons by driving \(erm-1\) dsRNA under the \(unc-25\) promoter. D-type-specific \(erm-1\)(RNAi) did not significantly aggravate the phenotype of the strong \(mig-15\) alleles \(rh326\) and \(rh80\), but significantly enhanced that of the weak allele \(mig-15(rh148)\) (Fig. 6C), suggesting that \(erm-1\) acts cell-autonomously in the same pathway as \(mig-15\). This enhancement was even greater in the RNAi-hypersensitive \(eri-1\) mutant background, indicating that the transgene effect is RNAi-dependent.

Second, because vertebrate NIK appears to activate ezrin by phosphorylating it at position T567 (Baumgartner et al., 2006), we tried to define whether \(ERM-1\) could represent a \(MIG-15\) target. We found, unfortunately, that \(Punc-25::erm-1\) constructs killed \(erm-1(tm677)\);\(mig-15(rh148)\) animals, and that the expression of a constitutively active \(ERM-1(T544D)\) form (equivalent to \(Ezrin(T567D)\)) induced premature commissure arrest. As an alternative approach, we reasoned that overexpression of a truncated \(ERM-1\) containing only the C-terminal region with the potential T544 phosphorylation site (\(\Delta N-ERM-1\)) might antagonize the effect of \(MIG-15\) overexpression by providing more substrate to titrate out \(MIG-15\) kinase activity. A transgene driving \(\Delta N-ERM-1::GFP\) expression under the GABAergic motoneuron specific \(unc-30\) promoter (Jin et al., 1994) was indeed able to partially suppress the \(MIG-15\) overexpression phenotype (Fig. 6C). Furthermore, the \(Punc-30::\Delta N-ERM-1::GFP\) transgene induced class I arrests at low penetrance in wild-type animals, probably by interfering with endogenous \(MIG-15\) activity, and aggravated the commissural defects of the hypomorph \(mig-15(rh148)\), but not of the null \(mig-15(rh326)\) mutants. Taken together, these results suggest that ERM-1 is a \(MIG-15\) substrate.
mig-15 and unc-5 might act in the same pathway

Finally, we wanted to determine whether mig-15 acts in the same process as the netrin receptor UNC-5. In unc-5(e53) null mutants, almost all commissures failed to reach the DNC, whereas in unc-5(e152) mutants, many commissures reached the DNC in ~90% of the animals (see Fig. S3 in the supplementary material). mig-15(rh148) enhanced the phenotype of unc-5(e152), but not that of unc-5(e53) (see Fig. S3 in the supplementary material). We conclude that mig-15 and unc-5 are likely to act in the same genetic pathway during dorsalward growth cone migration.

The protrusive activity of VD growth cones is abnormal in mig-15, unc-116 and erm-1 mutants

To confirm that mig-15 and its enhancers regulate VD growth cone protrusive activity, we extended our time-lapse analysis to include the unc-116 and erm-1 mutants. We observed abnormal growth cone migration in both mutants, suggesting that both genes are required at the time of axonal outgrowth. The erm-1 growth cones displayed defective migration despite persistent protrusive activity (Fig. 7A; see Movie 7 in the supplementary material) or more subtle defects, such as transient loss of the growth cone structure (see Movies 8 and 9 in the supplementary material). In unc-116 mutants, growth cones migrated slowly with reduced protrusive activity and sometimes collapsed before reaching the dorsal BWM (Fig. 7B; see Movies 10-12 in the supplementary material). Unlike mig-15 mutants, none of these mutants displayed unretracted extra branches.

Stable protrusions at the leading edge are required for directional cell migration (Petrie et al., 2009). Therefore, the protrusive activity was quantified in the proximal and distal halves of wild-type and mutant growth cones (see Movie 11 in the supplementary material; Fig. 7C). In wild-type growth cones, we measured roughly six times more protrusions per minute in the distal half of the growth cone than in the proximal half (Fig. 7C). mig-15 mutants displayed overall more protrusive activity in the proximal half, and, consistent with the grouping of mig-15 and erm-1 in the same pathway, erm-1 mutants showed a similar phenotype. By contrast, unc-116 mutants had reproducibly fewer membrane protrusions in the distal growth cone but a normal rate of protrusive activity in the proximal part (Fig. 7C). On average, growth cone protrusive activity was less polarized toward the leading edge in all three mutants analyzed, as indicated by the distal to proximal ratio of protrusive activities (Fig. 7C). Altogether, these data suggest that UNC-116 is required to stimulate protrusive activity at the leading edge. In addition, these results indicate that MIG-15 and ERM-1 are necessary to maintain a low protrusive activity at the rear of the growth cone.

mig-15 regulates HSN polarity during ventral migration

If, as suggested above, MIG-15 contributes to polarize the growth cone, its activity should influence the polarized distribution of some growth cone markers. To test this idea, we turned our attention to the lamellipodin homolog MIG-10, which is polarized at the leading edge during the outgrowth of some axons (Adler et al., 2006; Quinn et al., 2006). In our hands, expression of MIG-10::YFP under the D-type promoter unc-25 induced axon defects. We therefore relied on the hermaphrodite specific neuron (HSN), in which MIG-10::YFP localization was originally characterized. First, we investigated whether mig-15 is required for the ventrally directed outgrowth of the HSN axon. We found that all HSN axons in mig-15(rh148) mutants could reach the VNC, but displayed at low penetrance structural defects analogous to class I and II commissural defects (see Fig. S4A,B in the supplementary material). Rescue experiments suggest that mig-15 functions cell-autonomously in the HSN, as in D-type neurons (see Fig. S4B in the supplementary material). Similar defects were observed for the ventrally directed axons of the touch neurons AVM and PVM (class I defects: 5% in AVMs, 8% in PVMs; class II defects: 5% in AVMs and PVMs; n=101 for AVMs, n=98 for PVMs). Thus, MIG-15 is also important for ventral axon outgrowth. In HSN neurons, whereas MIG-10::YFP always showed a polarized localization in control L3 larvae, its localization was perturbed in mig-15 L3 larvae, with persistent patches of MIG-10::YFP on the dorsal side of the growth cone (see Fig. S4C,D in the supplementary material).
These results suggest that MIG-15 maintains the growth cone protrusive polarity of both ventrally migrating neurons and dorsally migrating commissural axons.

**DISCUSSION**

Using genetics and time-lapse microscopy, we have shown that MIG-15 is required cell-autonomously for neurite outgrowth in *C. elegans*. Our analysis suggests that *mig-15* commissural defects primarily result from a polarity defect within the growth cone affecting its motility and its ability to cross longitudinal obstacles. Our genetic results identified genes acting presumably in the same pathway as *mig-15* and others acting in parallel. Contrary to what was found in other systems (Dan et al., 2001; Machida et al., 2004), our data suggest that MIG-15 does not control a JNK pathway during commissure outgrowth. Although we identified the JNK adaptor UNC-16 as a *mig-15* enhancer, we could not demonstrate any obvious implication of JNK kinases during VD growth cone migration. Instead, our data suggest that *unc-16* acts non-cell autonomously (see Fig. S2 in the supplementary material). The rare commissural class II defects observed in JNK pathway mutants might be associated with defects in stress resistance, a well-documented JNK function in *C. elegans* (Kim et al., 2004; Mizuno et al., 2004).

**MIG-15 acts in parallel to the WAVE actin regulator WVE-1 to allow robustness of directional migration**

We observed severe perturbation of growth cone morphology in *mig-15* mutants and, paradoxically, relatively mild defects in the final commissures, which indicates that compensatory mechanisms can repair those defects and ensure the robustness of axonal outgrowth. Intriguingly, like *mig-15* mutants, *unc-116* mutants have impaired growth cone motility but very few commissural defects. We showed that UNC-116 and UNC-33 act in parallel to MIG-15 and that UNC-116 maintains active protrusions at the leading edge of the VD growth cone. Consistently, WAVE has been shown to localize at the leading edge of the growth cone in mouse cerebellar granule neurons (Tahirovic et al., 2010). Kinesin-1 and CRMP-2 are involved in the transport of the actin regulator Sra1-WAVE complex from the neuron cell body to the growth cone (Arimura and Kaibuchi, 2007). The kinesin-I-WAVE complex can regulate neurite outgrowth in mammalian neurons (Kawano et al., 2005) and our study reveals the evolutionary conservation of this function. Altogether, our results suggest a conserved role for the MIG-15 kinase and the UNC116/WVE-1 pathway in promoting directional growth cone migration by locally regulating actin dynamics at opposite sites of the growth cone (Fig. 8). The complementary activities of MIG-15 and UNC-116 pathways might allow for functional compensation, resulting in mostly normal axon morphology when only one of the pathways is compromised.

**MIG-15 and ERM-1 prevent membrane protrusions at the rear of the growth cone**

*erm-1* was identified as a weak *mig-15* enhancer and our genetic analysis suggests that *mig-15* and *erm-1* act in the same genetic pathway during VD growth cone migration. In addition, both *erm-1* and *mig-15* mutants displayed abnormal protrusive activity at the rear of the growth cone. It is tempting to speculate that MIG-15 could directly activate ERM-1 at the rear of the migrating growth cone, because, as mentioned above, mammalian NIK can activate ERM proteins by phosphorylating a threonine residue (Baumgartner et al., 2006) that is also present in ERM-1. In support of this notion, overexpression of MIG-15 and constitutive activation of ERM-1 both led to class I arrested commissural defects, which we showed to be a hallmark of defective protrusive polarity in the growth cone. Moreover, cell-specific overexpression of the ERM-1 C-terminal domain (containing the conserved threonine residue) can suppress the MIG-15 overexpression phenotype. We thus propose that MIG-15 phosphorylates and activates ERM-1, which can eventually crosslink actin and plasma membrane. We hypothesize that ERM-1 activation is coupled to inhibition of actin dynamics at the rear of the growth cone. Our results suggest that the regulation of ERM proteins and actin dynamics by MAP4K4 could be a conserved mechanism contributing to directed cell migration. The lack of extra branches in the commissures of *erm-1* mutants suggests that MIG-15 regulates branch retraction independently of ERM-1.

---

**Fig. 8. Model in which UNC-116–WVE-1 and MIG-15–ERM-1 complementarily regulate growth cone polarity.** We propose a model in which MIG-15 activates ERM-1 to suppress protrusions at the rear of VD growth cones whereas the UNC-116–WVE-1 complex stimulates actin dynamics at the leading edge. These two parallel pathways establish a distal to proximal polarity of actin-driven protrusive activity. Impairment of any pathway would lead to depolarized protrusive activity, reduced growth cone migration speed and failure to cross longitudinal obstacle boundaries, leading to premature longitudinal fasciculation. In addition, the *mig-15* mutants growth cones fail to retract extra branches. Extra-branch retraction seems to be independent of ERM-1 function.
MIG-15 is required broadly to set up polarized migration in response to guidance cues

We and others (Shakir et al., 2006) observed the same classes of outgrowth defects in the motoneuron commissures, HSN, AVM, PVN and PDE axons of mig-15 mutants. Thus, MIG-15 should have a general function in polarizing growth cones. Axonal outgrowth along the dorsal-ventral axis is guided by the activity of UNC-6 through the UNC-5 and UNC-40 receptors. Although the molecular mechanisms mediating UNC-5 signal transduction are not fully understood, those acting downstream of UNC-40 in ventral-directed outgrowth have been well characterized (Gitai et al., 2003; Adler et al., 2006; Chang et al., 2006; Quinn et al., 2006; Quinn et al., 2008). One specific outcome of UNC-40 signaling is Rac GTPase activation and MIG-10 recruitment at the leading edge of the growth cone in response to the attractive netrin cue (Adler et al., 2006; Quinn et al., 2006; Quinn et al., 2008). We found that MIG-15 is required for polarized MIG-10 localization, indicating that MIG-15 could function downstream of UNC-6 and UNC-40 in ventral guidance. Because our data suggest that mig-15 acts in the unc-5 pathway (see Fig. S3 in the supplementary material), we propose that MIG-15 also contributes to polarization of the growth cone away from the UNC-6 repellent in dorsal-directed axon outgrowth.

How does MIG-15 contribute to the establishment of polarity? Because MIG-15 regulates Q neuroblast polarity (Chapman et al., 2008), a process that requires UNC-40 but not UNC-6 (Honigberg and Kenyon, 2000), one possibility is that MIG-15 regulates the activity or amount of the UNC-40 receptor, which we found to induce commissural class I arrest when overexpressed (J.T., unpublished). As mig-15 and erm-1 were identified in genetic screens for endocytosis regulators (Balklava et al., 2007), MIG-15 might regulate UNC-40 localization through its endocytosis at the rear of the growth cone to ensure that dorsal-directed growth cones only respond to UNC-5.

A second possibility is that Rho and Rac GTPases are generally considered to have antagonistic activities in the growth cone (Hall and Lalli, 2010). Thus, mig-15 and erm-1 might act in a Rho/ROCK pathway to prevent Rac activation and MIG 10 accumulation at the rear of the growth cone. Interestingly, inhibition of the ROCK homolog LET-502 weakly enhanced mig-15 commissural defects in our enhancer screen, indicating that let-502 and mig-15 might act in the same genetic pathway (see Table S2 in the supplementary material).

A third possible mechanism involves integrin adhesion receptors, which have been shown to bind to MIG-15 (Poinat et al., 2002). Moreover, both ina-1 (alpha-integrin) and mig-15 mutants have strikingly similar commissural defects (Poinat et al., 2002) (J.T., unpublished). A recent study showed that myelin-associated glycoprotein chemorepulsive response of axonal growth cones is mediated by asymmetric endocytosis of integrin receptors on the repellent side (Hines et al., 2010). MIG-15 and ERM-1 might similarly control integrin endocytosis at the rear of the growth cone in response to UNC-6. Future experiments specifically designed to test these hypotheses will be necessary. In addition, unbiased approaches, such as unc-116 or erm-1 enhancer screens, are likely to identify new components of the MAP4K4 polarization machinery.
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